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Abstract Femtosecond coherent anti-Stokes Raman scat-
tering (fs-CARS) spectroscopy has recently emerged as a
promising laser-based temperature-measurement technique
in flames. In fs-CARS, the broad spectral bandwidths of
the pump and Stokes lasers permit the coupling of each ro-
vibrational Raman transition via a large number of pump-
Stokes photon pairs, creating a strong Raman coherence.
However, the broad-bandwidth fs pulses also excite other
molecular transitions that are in resonance. The polarization
beating between these closely spaced Raman transitions can
affect the coherence dephasing rate of the target molecule,
making it difficult to extract accurate medium temperature.
In a previous study our group investigated N2/CO polariza-
tion beating in N2 fs-CARS; in the present work we study
O2/CO2 polarization beating in O2 fs-CARS. O2 fs-CARS
can be particularly important for thermometry in non-air-
breathing combustion in the absence of N2. The effects of
O2/CO2 polarization beating are investigated in the temper-
ature range 300–900 K at atmospheric pressure and also at
300 K for pressures up to 10 bar. Unlike in the N2/CO sys-
tem, it was observed in the O2/CO2 system that the pres-
ence of CO2 can significantly alter the time evolution of the
Raman coherence and, hence, affect the measured tempera-
ture.
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1 Introduction
Combustion is the primary energy-conversion process that
takes place in almost all heat engines. Combustion cham-
bers of modern engines often involve high-pressure, high-
temperature reaction zones with turbulent mixing, where
numerous chemical-reactions-dominated instabilities de-
velop, grows, and interact at frequencies of 1–10 kHz or
greater. Spatially and temporally resolved temperature and
species-concentration measurements in such reaction zones
can provide extremely valuable data for validating multi-
dimensional turbulent combustion models that can then be
utilized to optimize the combustion and energy-transfer
processes and to minimize the formation of harmful pollu-
tants in such devices [1]. In recent years femtosecond-laser-
based, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (fs-CARS)
spectroscopy has emerged as a promising technique for mea-
suring temperature and major-species concentration in tur-
bulent reacting flows at a rate of 1 kHz or greater [2–9].
In fs-CARS thermometry, the frequency difference be-
tween two fs laser beams (pump and Stokes) is tuned to
a vibrational transition of the target molecule for creating
a Raman polarization in the medium. The broad frequency
bandwidth of the fs pump and Stokes pulses coherently ex-
cites multiple ro-vibrational transitions impulsively. These
transitions then begin to oscillate in phase at time zero. How-
ever, because of the frequency spread between multiple ex-
cited transitions, the Raman coherence dephases over time.
The initial dephasing rate is independent of collisions and
the Stark shift, two factors which significantly complicate
the interpretation of ns-CARS data, but is highly sensitive
to temperature [4]. A third laser beam (probe) is scattered
off from this Raman polarization and can be used to map
the temporal evolution of the Raman coherence. Either a
short-pulse probe beam is scanned in time for time-resolved
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measurements [2–4, 10, 11] or a chirped probe beam is used
to map the initial dephasing, enabling single-shot measure-
ments [7, 12]. In the former method, the temperature is ex-
tracted by theoretically fitting the slope of the temporally
resolved fs-CARS signal [4, 5]; in the latter, the temperature
is extracted by theoretically simulating and fitting the mod-
ulation pattern that is recorded using a spectrometer and a
CCD camera [7].
In fs-CARS the broad bandwidth of the pump and Stokes
pulses contributes to the creation of a strong Raman coher-
ence in the medium that results from the large number of
resonant photon pairs [6]. Therefore, single-shot measure-
ments can be readily achieved with a substantial increase
in the signal-to-background ratio over that possible with
ns-CARS [7]. However, the increased laser bandwidth can
simultaneously excite other species that have nearby Ra-
man transitions; hence, the observed CARS signal may con-
sist of interference beatings between various Raman transi-
tions, which complicates the interpretation of the measured
CARS signal [13–17]. In this case, the temporally resolved
fs-CARS signal recorded will consist of a modulation pat-
tern that results from the beating between the two or more
Raman polarizations involved. For example, simultaneous
excitation of the CO molecule (Raman shift: 2145 cm−1)
while performing N2 (Raman shift: 2330 cm−1) fs-CARS
was the subject of a detailed investigation that was per-
formed previously in our laboratory [2]. It was shown that
in the N2/CO system, the presence of CO has no effect on
the initial overall coherence dephasing rate and, thus, no ef-
fect on the extracted temperature. The presence of CO was
manifested only in the oscillations because of the beating be-
tween the N2 and CO Raman polarizations. Furthermore, it
was shown that the modulation depth of the beat pattern cor-
responds to the relative CO/N2 ratio and, hence, can be used
to extract the relative concentration of CO in the medium.
In the current work, we have extended the study of po-
larization beating that results from the broad-bandwidth fs
excitation of the CO2 molecule in O2 fs-CARS. O2 CARS
has been developed as a thermometric technique and can
be especially important in oxy-fuel combustion where pure
O2 rather than air is used in the oxidizer stream [18]. Oxy-
fuel combustion has drawn the attention of combustion re-
searchers for a long time because of its better heat-transfer
characteristics, greater flame stability, reduced exhaust gas
volume, and decreased levels of pollutants [19]. For ex-
ample, increased flame temperatures that reach 3000 K or
above in oxygen-enhanced combustion become critical in
industrial applications such as glass, aluminum, iron, and
steel melting [20]. Furthermore, replacing the majority of
the N2 in the inlet air (along with or in the presence of
the) increased flame temperatures can virtually eliminate
the formation of NOx in these systems [19]. More recently,
clean coal technologies developed for carbon sequestration
Fig. 1 Simultaneous excitation of O2–CO2 Raman bands. The pulse
widths shown correspond to Fourier-transform-limited bandwidths of
80-fs pulses
require that N2 in the inlet gas be replaced by recycled CO2
in the combustion of pulverized coal [21]. Oxy-fuel com-
bustion will likely have wider applications in the near future
because of advances in noncryogenic-membrane-separation
technologies for cost effective generation of O2 [22]. In
these combustion systems, O2 becomes the candidate of
choice for CARS-based thermometry.
In fs-CARS of O2, while the O2 Raman transition is ex-
cited at 1556 cm−1, Fermi dyads of CO2 at 1285 cm−1 and
1388 cm−1 will be simultaneously excited because of the
broad bandwidths of the pump and Stokes lasers [23–25].
The simultaneous excitation of O2 and CO2 Raman tran-
sitions is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Unlike in the
N2/CO system where the two diatomic molecules involved
are nearly identical in mass and molecular structure, in the
O2/CO2 system the two molecules involved in the Raman
polarization beating are different. Also the involvement of
two CO2 Fermi dyads and the resulting beating between
three Raman polarizations can further complicate the time-
resolved CARS signal. Therefore, it is important to investi-
gate the O2/CO2 polarization beatings in O2 fs-CARS and
their effects on the resulting coherence dephasing rate and,
hence, the extracted temperature. In the present work we
performed a detailed investigation of O2/CO2 polarization
beatings up to 900 K at 1-bar pressure and also at room tem-
perature for pressures up to 10 bar. Time-resolved fs-CARS
was employed to investigate the coherence decay rate dur-
ing the first few picoseconds (typically <10 ps) after the
impulsive excitation. The results indicate that the presence
of CO2 in substantial quantities can affect the temperature
measurement from O2 fs-CARS. The experimental appara-
tus and the procedure are described in Sect. 2. The results of
O2/CO2 polarization beatings investigated using temporally
resolved fs-CARS are presented in Sect. 4, along with a the-
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oretical explanation of the observed beat patterns. The final
section contains some concluding remarks.
2 Experimental apparatus and procedure
The experimental apparatus used for the current study is
similar to that used in our previous fs-CARS studies [2–4].
A Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Coherent, Inc., Model:
Libra) was operated at 1 kHz to generate ∼1 mJ of 800-nm
output with an 85-fs pulse duration, full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM). Approximately 120 µJ of this output
was used for the Stokes beam, and the remainder was em-
ployed to pump an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) (Co-
herent, Inc., Model: OPeRA Solo). The frequency-doubled
OPA output was centered at ∼712 nm for O2 fs-CARS. The
peak energy of the doubled output was ∼50 µJ, which was
split in half to form pump and probe beams for the CARS
process. The spectral width (FWHM) of the Stokes beam
was ∼165 cm−1 and that of the pump/probe beams was
∼380 cm−1 at 712-nm. The probe-beam channel included a
15-cm physical delay to permit the probe beam to be delayed
temporally with respect to the pump and Stokes beams. The
CARS signal was transmitted through a bandpass filter and
detected by a photodetector (New Focus, Model:2051) that
was connected to a lock-in amplifier, which was modulated
at 1 kHz using the trigger output from the regenerative am-
plifier as the source of the local oscillator. The lock-in time
constant was set at 300 ms, and the sensitivity was adjusted
through computer control according to the amplitude of the
input signal. Measurements were performed in a heated gas
cell that was placed at the CARS probe volume. The gas-cell
temperature can be adjusted between 300 K and 900 K, with
±2 K precision at a total pressure of 1 bar. At room temper-
ature the gas cell can also be pressurized up to 10 bar. The
gas cell was filled with high-purity O2, CO2, or calibrated
O2/CO2 mixtures during the experiment. Different O2/CO2
mixtures were prepared, based on the partial pressures after
the gas cell had been completely evacuated.
The time evolution of the Raman coherence generated by
the pump and Stokes pulses was probed by physically scan-
ning the delay of the probe beam. The coherence dephas-
ing rate can be mapped using the fs-CARS signal decay rate
that is recorded as a function of the probe delays. The probe-
delay translation stage has a total scan range of 150 mm with
a minimum step size of 0.5 µm, which corresponds to a time
step of 3.33 fs in the folded-double-pass configuration, and a
unidirectional repeatability that is better than 1.5 µm. In gen-
eral, the probe scan step size was fixed at 2 µm, which cor-
responds to 13.3 fs in time. Each scan was repeated at least
three times. The photodetector gain was set at 1 × 103, and
the output signal was maintained below 5 mV in all cases,
which was determined to be the upper limit for the linear re-
sponse range of the detector. The lock-in time constant was
set at 300 ms for all measurements. Scattered light detected
by the photodetector was maintained at negligible levels to
eliminate the need for signal background correction.
3 Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows the peak-normalized, time-resolved fs-
CARS signals that were recorded for approximately the
first 8 ps after the impulsive excitation by scanning the
probe time delay. The solid lines show the fs-CARS signal
recorded for T = 300, 500, 700, and 900 K for pure O2. The
probe time delay of 0 ps corresponds to the position where
the maximum signal was observed on the photodetector; in
this position, which is referred to as the coherence spike,
the pump, Stokes, and probe beams are perfectly overlapped
in time. The strong dependence of the O2 initial coherence
dephasing rate on the cell temperature verifies that O2 is a
good candidate for collision-free temperature measurements
in gaseous flows. As shown in Ref. [4], by theoretically fit-
ting this signal decay rate, one can extract the temperature
of the medium accurately. Also the dotted lines in Fig. 2
show the signal decay rates recorded at each cell temper-
ature when 10% CO2 was present in the medium. In this
temperature range the presence of 10% CO2 does not cause
any noticeable change in the coherence dephasing rates and,
hence, is unlikely to cause deviations in the temperature ex-
tracted using the O2 fs-CARS model. This is particularly ad-
vantageous since the spectroscopy of a triatomic molecule
such as CO2 can be significantly more complicated than that
of diatomic molecules [23, 24].
However, in many practical hydrocarbon-fueled combus-
tors, the ratio of CO2 to O2 can reach well above 1:10, par-
ticularly in post-flame regions. For example, during oxy-
fuel combustion in liquefied-natural-gas (LNG)-fired com-
bustors, the ratio of CO2 to O2 can reach as much as 10:1 or
Fig. 2 Initial CARS signal decay recorded by delaying the probe beam
with respect to the pump and Stokes beams for gas-cell temperatures
ranging from 300 to 900 K. The solid lines represent the signals with
pure O2, while the dotted lines correspond to signals when 10% CO2
was added to O2. All curves are peak-normalized at zero probe time
delay
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Fig. 3 Initial Raman coherence dephasing recorded while varying the
CO2 percentage in the mixture of O2/CO2 at (a) T = 300 K and
(b) T = 900 K
higher in parts of the flame [20]. In another example, mod-
ern clean coal technologies for carbon capture require that
N2 be replaced by CO2 in the inlet gas, which results in a
significant increase in the CO2 mole fraction in the reaction
zone and the exhaust stream [21]. Therefore it is necessary
to investigate the effect of the presence of higher quantities
of CO2 on O2 fs-CARS thermometry for practical combus-
tion applications. Probe-delay scans similar to those shown
in Fig. 2 were repeated in the temperature range 300–900 K
while varying the percentage of CO2 in O2 from 0% to
100%. The results at T = 300 K and T = 900 K are shown
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. In Fig. 3(a), one can ob-
serve that when the CO2 percentage is increased to 25% at
300 K, a modulation beating between the two molecular res-
onances occurs as well as a reduction in the slope of the de-
phasing rate after ∼4 ps probe time delay. At the 50% CO2
level, the modulation due to polarization beating becomes
more pronounced, and the signal decay rate changes signifi-
cantly as compared to that of pure O2. With pure CO2 (i.e.,
no oxygen present), the temporal evolution of the Raman
coherence exhibits a very systematic beating pattern, with
multiple beat modes overlapping. In this case the overall sig-
nal remains nearly constant within the first 8 ps. As shown
in Fig. 3(b), at T = 900 K, the overall decay rate decreases
with an increase in the percentage of CO2, as compared to
the T = 300 K case. The signal decay rates appear to be
nearly unchanged in the presence of up to 25% CO2. How-
ever, the amplitude of the slower oscillatory beat frequency
has increased significantly, as compared to that of the lower
Fig. 4 Initial Raman coherence dephasing at T = 300 K and
P = 1 bar recorded while gradually increasing the CO2 percentage
in the mixture of O2/CO2 from 0 to 100%. The profiles are shifted
vertically for clarity
temperature case. From these observations it is evident that
accurate temperature cannot be extracted simply by map-
ping the O2 fs-CARS signal decay at these elevated CO2
levels. The spectroscopy of O2 and CO2 must be included
in the fs-CARS model by calculating the modulation beat-
ings between the O2 and CO2 Raman coherences. Develop-
ment of such a model is a challenging task since the spec-
troscopy of a triatomic molecule such as CO2 is rather com-
plicated and the relevant spectroscopic parameters such as
the J -dependent Raman coherence relaxation rates for CO2
are not well known. At present, we are involved in an experi-
mental effort to measure directly these relaxation rates using
time-resolved ps-CARS [26]. Furthermore, we are updating
our single-laser-shot fs-CARS model [7] to include N2/CO
modulation beatings in N2 fs-CARS. Subsequent work will
be focused on the more complicated O2/CO2 system.
Beating between O2 and CO2 Raman coherences was in-
vestigated in greater detail while gradually increasing the
presence of CO2 in O2 at T = 300 K, as shown in Fig. 4.
In each mixture composition, the probe-delay scan was re-
peated five times; the averaged fs-CARS signal is shown.
The signals are shifted vertically for clarity. As expected,
pure O2 Raman coherence dephasing does not exhibit any
significant beating pattern during this time period. As the
CO2 percentage is increased, the beating modes gradually
appear; and at a CO2 level around ∼40%, a very system-
atic, low-amplitude beating pattern can be observed. As the
CO2 percentage is increased further, several other beating
modes begin to appear. At 100% CO2, the beating patterns
consist of two beat frequencies and are consistent with those
shown in Fig. 3(a). In an attempt to identify the beating co-
herences, a simple model was used to predict the individual
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Fig. 5 The Raman coherence dephasing curves for (a) 60% O2 +40%
CO2 and (b) pure CO2, as shown in Fig. 4. The symbols correspond to
experimental data, and the solid lines correspond to theoretical fits as
described in the text
beat frequencies. The beat frequency of two sinusoidal oscil-
lations contains frequency components equal to the sum and
the difference of two individual frequencies. In the case of
the Raman resonances considered here, the sum frequency
component corresponds to the sum of the two Raman fre-
quencies involved (in the GHz frequency range) and, hence,
is not detected by our detection system. The difference fre-
quency component is responsible for the rise in the observed
beat pattern, as shown in Fig. 4.
As an example, the Raman polarization beating pattern in
the case of 40% CO2 in Fig. 4 can be modeled very well us-
ing a sinusoidal oscillation with a frequency of ∼163 cm−1
that is superpositioned with a linear decay, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). The linear decay accounts for the overall dephas-
ing of the Raman coherence due to the large number of
slightly out-of-phase oscillations in the vibration-rotation
manifold of O2 [4]. The frequency of the sinusoidal oscil-
lation corresponds closely to the frequency difference be-
tween the O2 Raman shift at 1556 cm−1 and the CO2 Fermi
dyad at 1388 cm−1. It should also be noted that compared
to the CO2 Fermi dyad at 1285 cm−1, the one at 1388 cm−1
is closer to the frequency difference of the pump and Stokes
lasers, which was set at 1556 cm−1 during these measure-
ments. Therefore, we conclude that the oscillations observed
at lower CO2 concentrations arise from the polarization
beating between the O2 Raman band and the CO2 Fermi
dyad at 1388 cm−1.
When the CO2 percentage is increased above 50%, the
beat pattern appears to consist of multiple beating modes, as
seen in Fig. 4, indicating that both of the CO2 Fermi dyads
are contributing to the polarization beating. The beat pattern
observed at 100% CO2 can be fitted well using a functional
form that consists of the sum of two sinusoidals with fre-
quencies of 100 cm−1 and 20 cm−1, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
The 100-cm−1 frequency is approximately equal to the fre-
quency difference between the two CO2 Fermi dyads. We
expect that the 20-cm−1 frequency is associated with beat-
ing between the (0000–1000) and (0110–1110) Raman tran-
sitions of CO2 at around 1400 cm−1 [25]. For CO2 con-
centrations greater than ∼50%, the beat pattern becomes a
Fig. 6 The time-resolved CARS signal for (a) pure O2 and (b) pure
CO2 at T = 300 K recorded for gas-cell pressures ranging from 0.5 to
10 bar. All curves are peak-normalized at zero probe time delay
combination of all of the above beating modes, giving rise
to the observed beat patterns in Fig. 4.
The current study of O2/CO2 Raman polarization beat-
ings was extended into the high-pressure (0–10 bar) regime,
although a detailed pressure scaling study of the O2/CO2 fs-
CARS scheme was beyond the scope of the current work.
During these studies the gas cell was filled with pure O2,
pure CO2, or a calibrated mixture of O2/CO2 at different
pressures between 0.5 and 10 bar; and the fs-CARS sig-
nal was recorded as a function of the probe-delay time. In
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show the fs-CARS signals of pure O2
and pure CO2 at 300 K for four pressures between 0 and
10 bar. As these two plots show, in both cases the evolu-
tion of the Raman coherence up to approximately the first
8 ps after the impulsive excitation is not affected by the
total pressure. This observation indeed verifies that the de-
phasing due to collisions is negligible during the initial co-
herence decay period and that no correction is required for
collisional dephasing or energy transfer in the current ap-
proach of fs-CARS [4]. In a different observation, for the
pure CO2 case shown in Fig. 6(b), the non-resonant peak
around zero probe time delay becomes significantly less pro-
nounced as compared to that for the pure O2 case shown in
Fig. 6(a), although the non-resonant susceptibilities for O2
[27] and CO2 [28] as well as the Raman cross sections [29]
are nearly comparable. In this case we expect that the CO2
non-resonant peak gets somewhat “washed out” by the beat-
ing between two CO2 Fermi dyads whose frequency in the
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time domain is within a factor of four compared to the laser
pulse width. This effect will be investigated further using
our theoretical model.
As opposed to the case of O2, the CO2 fs-CARS sig-
nal overall decay rate is very small—if not negligible—
during the first several picoseconds, as can be observed from
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). This behavior can be explained by con-
sidering the rotational line spacing of O2 and CO2 mole-
cules. The CO2 rotational line spacing in both Fermi dyads
is <0.01 cm−1 [23, 24], whereas the average rotational line
spacing of the O2 ν = 0 ← ν = 1 band is ∼1 cm−1 [18].
At the time of the initial impulsive excitation, the various
ro-vibrational Raman coherences of each molecule begin to
oscillate in phase but become slightly out of phase as a re-
sult of the very small frequency differences between the ro-
tational transitions. In the case of CO2, this frequency differ-
ence is very small, resulting in negligibly small initial over-
all dephasing. This initial overall coherence dephasing rate
was observed during our experiments to remain nearly un-
affected, even when the temperature of the pure CO2 gas
was increased from 300 K to 900 K at 1 bar. However,
the modulation beating between the two CO2 transitions,
(0000–1000) and (0110–1110), increased with temperature,
as observed experimentally from the peak-normalized CO2
fs-CARS signals at different temperatures. This behavior
can also be observed in the pure CO2 case in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b). It can be explained qualitatively by considering
the increase in the upper state populations with temperature
in the above two transitions, making them strongly coupled
at high temperature. Hence, it is expected that this modula-
tion depth can be used to extract the medium temperature if
CO2 fs-CARS is performed in hydrocarbon combustion en-
vironments, particularly in post-flame regions, and will be
the subject of a future research effort.
4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the presence of CO2 at lower concentrations,
typically below 10%, does not affect the overall coherence
dephasing rate in time-resolved O2 fs-CARS, and hence,
does not need to be taken into account while performing
thermometry. However, the presence of CO2 in larger quan-
tities can change the coherence dephasing rate consider-
ably and, hence, must be included in the fs-CARS model
to achieve an accurate temperature measurement. A detailed
investigation revealed the different Raman polarizations that
contribute to the observed beat patterns in the temperature
range 300–900 K. Since multiple CO2 transitions, including
the two Fermi dyads, contribute to the observed beat pat-
tern, the O2 fs-CARS model for practical combustion appli-
cations should include all possible CO2 transitions within
the laser bandwidth. The findings of the current study will
be utilized to develop high-bandwidth, collision-free O2 fs-
CARS thermometry, in particular, for applications in non-
air-breathing combustion where the commonly used target
molecule N2 is absent in the medium. In a different observa-
tion, it appears that the temperature of the medium can also
be obtained by performing CO2 fs-CARS, where the ampli-
tude of the observed modulations scales as a function of the
temperature.
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